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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document presents the CREL specification for the Travel Companion module of the
ATTRACkTIVE project.
It first presents the general user-centric approach to the design of Travel Companion. In this scope,
the document introduces the typical user of the Travel Companion as well as his capabilities,
missions and the related “user needs”
To answer these user needs and to reach the goals of Travel Companion, a set of functions is
described. Moreover, the components of Travel Companion (TC) are identified, and detailed for the
different releases, also the functional aspects as well as the interfaces between them and other
S2Rail modules.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The development of smart transportation systems has made our daily lives easier. Evolving around
this system, the transport provider and the travellers are waiting for attractive IT solutions to
support this change. In fact, the evolution of smart solutions provides these actors with the
opportunity to better manage the travels.
The main objective within the development of these IT solutions is to provide a better
transportation experience. The development of the Travel Companion tries to address these
requirements.
The solution within the Shift2Rail projects and specially ATTRACkTIVE is a smart application
providing navigation instructions to guide travellers along their journey episodes and bringing them
travel information and alternatives when required.
In this way the Travel Companion system is thought to be the user interface between the user (the
traveller) and the Shift2Rail ecosystem. More specifically, the goal is to support the entire
traveller’s journey, from preparation, to execution, to after-trip operations. Moreover, the TC
through Cloud Wallet stores all the related information such as travel entitlements or tokens related
to the trips organized and taken by the user.
The purpose of this document is to consider the different components of the Travel Companion for
the specification core release. It is organized as follows: Section 3 defines the operational aspects
to follow to define the ATTRACkTIVE TC system. Section 4 describes the targeted actors and use
cases. Section 5 contains all the design decisions and constraints applied to implement the travel
companion.
The modules of the TC are then presented in section 6, namely the Personal Application
components, the Cloud Wallet components as well as the Location Based Experiences Editor. The
following section, namely section 0, presents the functions of each component as well as the
interfaces and the functional exchanges.
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3. OPERATIONAL ASPECTS
This section presents the underlined principles followed for the design of the Travel Companion.
Based on some prerequisite drivers, the design of the TC must comply with the Shift2Rail
ecosystem answering a unique interface for the traveller, multimodality and homogeneity. All of
these depend on the traveller the main actor of the system.

3.1 PRINCIPLES
The purpose of the Travel Companion is to be the unique interface of the Shift2Rail ecosystem
with the travellers. As such, it needs to interact with many of the S2R services and offer them in a
homogenised fashion to the user, thus enabling the user to access and leverage all the capabilities
of the system while being shielded from the complexity of the whole workflow.
In order to attain this, the following principles must be followed:
•
•

•
•
•

To foster user adoption, the development of the TC must follow a user-centred design
approach. This includes iterative design, implementation and evaluation by users.
To be easily incorporated in the S2R ecosystem, the TC must be interoperable with other
services by facilitating the exchange of information, using standard technologies and
sharing common concepts.
To abide to regulations, the TC must guarantee the security and privacy of user’s in
accordance with European law.
To foster industrial adoption, the TC must be built in a modular fashion, allowing
stakeholder to easily create and integrate new capabilities.
In a general way, to avoid early obsolescence, the TC must ensure using state of the art
technologies, standards and practices, including distribution channels, user expectations,
etc.
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3.2 SCOPE/PURPOSE
The Travel Companion, being the sole entry point of the user to the S2R environment, must allow
the user to access all of the capabilities of the S2R components, directly or indirectly, thus
assisting the user from the definition of his itinerary to its realisation.
Built on top of IT2Rail’s Travel Companion results, the ATTRACkTIVE research and development
work will add new features and improve others, such as:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Preparation of the trip: the preparation of the trip will mostly be reused from IT2Rail, without
major modifications, except adaptation to some of the new ATTRACkTIVE and Co-ACTIVE
components.
Modular architecture: the modularity factor of the IT2Rail architecture design will be
strengthened by creating libraries shared by multiple modules. This will increase the quality
and maintainability of the whole solution, therefore allowing new modules to be developed
faster and cheaper.
Navigation: the guidance capability of IT2Rail will be enhanced to provide assistance at
interchanges and supporting additional transportation modes. Bringing not only indoor
positioning but also outdoor positioning.
Location Based Experiences: an LBE editor will be developed, allowing stakeholders to
create experiences for the travellers to go through, directly within the TC. These can range
from sponsored mini games to full blown dedicated applications.
User feedback: new modules will be developed alongside with the Trip Tracking
functionality to send automated and manually entered data from the TC to be processed by
the TT and shared among all interested TC users.
User preferences: the storage of user data will be based on the results of IT2Rail and
improved to support new preferences required by other components as well as adapting its
architecture to run on state of the art commercial cloud solutions.
Persistence: a completely new system of persistence data will be developed, allowing
stakeholders save data in the mobile phone and helping the user in case their device is not
covered.
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3.3 DESIGN DRIVERS
In order to ensure the compatibility with the S2R ecosystem we take in account the IT2Rail
specifications as main drivers for the design of TC as following:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

User-friendliness: being user-centric entails that TC must facilitate the interaction of the
traveller with the IT2Rail system in an intuitive way; this impacts in particular on the design
of the GUI with which the user interacts.
Use of shared concepts: to guarantee interoperability at the semantic level, the design of
TC relies on the concepts defined in the common IT2Rail ontology that will adding some
new concepts.
Use of standard communication patterns: to guarantee interoperability at the
technological level, TC is designed to use patterns of interaction and of communication that
are used in standard technologies; in particular, a service-based approach is used when TC
needs to make information available to external modules.
Authentication: to guarantee the security and privacy of the personal information of the
traveller, authentication mechanisms are used to allow only authorized parties to access
said information, for the agreed purposes.
Component-based design: the design of TC fosters a modular approach by breaking the
TC into several components interacting through interfaces both among them and with
external services.
Secure storage: important data must be saved to a permanent and reliable secure
storage, which is highly available.
Local storage: (some) data must be available to the user even in cases of lack of
connectivity (e.g., on an airplane).
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4. ACTORS AND USE CASES
Throughout this chapter and the whole document, different elements comes from the IT2Rail
project. According to the relation between projects elements will be reused in ATTRACkTIVE, most
of them are improved and the other are completely new.

4.1 ACTORS
Several Actors are involved in the Travel Companion of the ATTRACkTIVE project. Some of these
are already defined in the IT2Rail lighthouse project and will be used in this project as well. Beside
direct actors like “Traveller”, abstract actors will also be defined. These can be other
ATTRACkTIVE’s systems, from other S2R projects, or even outside of the project altogether.
The name of the actor is written in bold characters, followed by the type of the actor ((D) for a
direct actor, (A) for an abstract actor) and finally its description.
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Traveller (D): The traveller is the end user of the whole S2R ecosystem, finally judging its
attractiveness. The TC is their sole entry point for the user to the IP4 ecosystem, they are
the main actor of the TC.
User(D): The person who handles the Travel Companion Personal Application (TC-PA), it
could be the traveller, but it is not mandatory.
TC Personal Application (A): Hosted by the smart device, it provides a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) to the Customer / Traveller for interacting with the systems. It also
synchronizes the data stored in the traveller wallets of the User Virtual Place with the local
storage provided by the smart device.
Transport Service Provider (TSP) (A): This actor is offering the customer its fare products
for purchase. It also provides the transportation service corresponding to the fare product.
In addition partial Trip Trackers (ref. Trip Tracking) are Actors subsumed under the Actor
TSP.
LBE creators (D): They are the users of the LBE editor which they will use to create
experiences and propose them to Travellers.
For example, they can be mandated by Travel Experts or Operators to promote a particular
station, offer store discounts, offer new entertainment services (VoD service in a train), etc.
Modules developers (D): They are current and future users of the framework and libraries
provided by ATTRACkTIVE that develop new modules.
User Virtual Place/ Cloud Wallet (A): Part of the WP2 – Travel Companion. This system
in the cloud provides persistence to the wallets of the Customer / Traveller. The Travel
Companion Application synchronizes its data with those in the Cloud to maintain a fresh
copy inside it.
Payment Service Provider (A): This is a banking service used by the Customer to pay his
/ her journeys.
Travel Shopper (A): Part of the WP1 – Travel Shopping of the Co-Active project. This
element of the Shopping requests TSPs to get a valuated itinerary offer.
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4.2 CONTEXT
Both the travellers and the travel providers are waiting for new solutions to improve the travelling
experiences. In order to ensure these needs and to be in coherence with the evolution of the IT
solutions and transport systems we are working to provide a new concept of travel experience.

Figure 1: Travelling Ecosystem
Through the ATTRACkTIVE project we are looking to forward an application which achieves an
attractive experience for travellers. Using a mobile device or a smart support we aim to bring a
smart travel companion capable to inform travellers during their trip episode by providing them
even cultural and historical experiences and informing them in real time about the trip.
It is designed for both the traveller to allow him the possibility to prepare easily his trip and for the
travel service providers (TSP) to bring appropriate information.
The Travel Companion work packages encompass different functions and interfaces involving in
exchanges with other Shift2Rail functions as illustrated in figure 2. All these functions enable him
the possibility to access to the different services like booking, shopping navigation, etc.

Figure 2: Travel Companion modules.
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The Travel Companion is split into three components. The figure 3 features the architecture of the
TC with the existing interactions between the three modules, the Personal Application (PA)
presented here in yellow, the LBE Editor in red and the Cloud Wallet (CW).

Figure 3: TC Architecture

The TC interactions with TT (WP1) figure 4 shows how the Travel Companion integrates and
interacts with the Trip Tracking work package of the ATTRACkTIVE project.

Figure 4: TC interactions with TT (WP1)
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To start Trip Tracking the Personal Application on demand of the user subscribes an itinerary to be
tracked. Incoming communications (e.g., notifications) will be sent by the Tracking Orchestrator to
the Personal Application through the Cloud Wallet while outgoing communications (e.g., activating
tracking and sending user feedback) will be sent directly by the Personal Application.

The Travel companion interact with all elements of the ecosystem. Figure 5 gives an overview of
the main interactions between the TC and the Shift2Rail eco-system.

Figure 5: TC interactions with Co-Active

As illustrated, the travel companion interacts with the different TDs, it transmits and retrieves
necessary information related to the traveller and to their trip.
Based on these interactions the Travel Companion brings the user different information about the
travel based on the communication with the different modules. Through the personal application
the Travel companion communicate directly with the traveller. For example, the travel companion
features the different travel stage, provide positioning information during the travel, stores travel
entitlements...etc.

4.3 USE CASES
To become more attractive, the travel system must respond to customer needs to support anytime,
anywhere, door-to-door, intermodal journeys encompassing distinct modes of transportation. This
is the reason of the ATTRACTIVE project. In order to achieve this the project and the travel
companion in particular need to take due advantage of the IT progress (cloud computing, big data,
smart devices and social media) offering real-time and personalised information.
Through the Travel Companion lot of efforts have been made to provide travellers connected with
the services they need and expect. The idea behind is that customers who are increasingly
technology-savvy must be able to easily plan and purchase door-to-door journeys with smart and
personalised services.
For these reasons the travel companion aims to accomplish the following needs:
S2R-ATT-WP2-D2.1
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide the user to easily plan door-to-door travel journey encompassing distinct modes of
transportation
Increase interaction with the traveller offering real-time and personalised information
Provide travellers with the services they need and expect
Make the transfer easy and comfortable and reliable
Provide alternative arrangements in case of disruption
Enhance traveling user experience

4.3.1 Traveller
The traveller presented previously as an actor of the system seems to be the end user of the whole
S2R ecosystem judging its attractiveness. This user expects to have relevant information in a few
clicks through a wide variety of data channels offering them real-time and personalised information.
According to the S2R ecosystem and the ATTRACkTIVE project, the traveller using the travel
companion is able to perform the following actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create account
Login
Manage preferences (visualise and edit)
Search an itinerary
Select and view/Book itinerary details
Save itinerary (planning)
Book an itinerary
Pay and receive entitlements
Manage itineraries
Start the tracking for an itinerary (manually or automatically depending on preferences)
Navigate the itinerary, including interchanges and private modes.
Give feedback
Triggered automatically by TC and asks the Traveller for feedback
Report events
Manually triggered by the Traveller
Browse available location based experiences
Start a browsed or proposed experience

4.3.2 Travel Expert
Developing not only for the transport service providers the LBE Editor gives the possibility to easily
create content to provide experiences to the travellers. Designed specially in order to allow nonprogrammers to edit their LBEs it is based on visual programming interface (block-based) that
enables the user especially non programmer rapid design. In this way, the TSPs are able to
perform the following actions:
•
•

Create new experience, employing the LBE and according to the travels the users can
create edutainment content or place POI along the trips to enhance the travel experience.
Edit experience logic, employing the LBE we can also edit the saved experiences and
improve them.
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•
•

Test experience, in the same way, employing the LBE we can test the experiences
developed.
Publish experience (along with description, conditions, …)

And all of this will be visible using the travel companion personal application a part of the travel
companion that is able to perform the following actions:
•
•
•
•

Collect sensors data, to be more precise we collect the data directly from the sensors of
user devices.
Send data feedback to the pTT, the PA also will be able to bring the possibility of sending
feedback.
Evaluate and propose experiences, it will be possible for the ecosystem to propose
adequate experiences.
Display notification (from Trip Tracker for example), the PA also will be able to display
notification for the users even from the TC or from the TT.
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5. DESIGN DECISIONS AND CONSTRAINTS
This chapter contains all the design decisions that have arisen from Travel Companion
specification that may impact the rest of the Shift2Rail ecosystem. Most of them are inheriting from
Shift2Rail and then included to the ATTRACkTIVE project:
•

Inherited from Shift2Rail design decisions related to itinerary offers:
•

An offer (or ItineraryOffer) is identified by a unique identifier (OfferID).

•

Using the Cloud Wallet, the offers are stored at the end of the Shopping process.

•

The offers are time-limited (after the end of the validity, the offer is no longer valid and
cannot be booked and purchased).

•

The details of an offer can be retrieved using the OfferID as reference.

•

An offer is composed of one or several offer items (OfferItems).

•

An Shift2Rail compliant system will answer to a traveller’s mobility request with one or
more offers.

•

An OfferItem is linked to one and only one TSP.

•

The offer details contain information regarding the state of the price, if it is guaranteed
or not.

•

The entitlement is always related to an OfferItem.

•

Inherited from Shift2Rail design decisions related to Booking:
•

The Booking Orchestrator is able to call the Cloud Wallet to get the offer details.

•

The Interoperability Framework will be called by the Booking Orchestrator for any
exchange with external booking.

•

The Interoperability Framework is called at Booking and Shopping step when an offer
is booked.

•

Booking should be able to resynchronize in case the user loses its connection. If the
user loses his connection during the payment loop, when he reconnects after a short
time, he should be able to carry on payment process. If Booking is not able to
resynchronize, it must cancel the payment if the user doesn’t carry on payment after a
finite time.

•

The Booking Orchestration function is able to identify which Travel episodes need a
call to TSP booking functions based on the information in the offer item details.

•

Booking Orchestration function is able to orchestrate different booking calls to different
TSP booking engines thought the Interoperability Framework.

•

The Booking Orchestration function assembles all the prices of the booked offer items
in a single guaranteed price (GuaranteedPriceBooking).

•

An offer item can need a new call at booking step to obtain the guaranteed price of this
item.
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•

A GuaranteedPriceBooking is identified by a BookingID and it contains Bookings with a
confirmed prices element.

•

Bookings are offer items with status; this status comes from the lock step of the
booking process (LockInventory call).

•

Inherited from Shift2Rail design decisions related to Validation / Tapping Module:
•

There is only one Token type (e.g. EMV, barcode, NFC, etc. to use per travel episode.

•

The validation is done by a Tapping Module, external to Travel Companion application,
provided by the Ticket Controlling organization, or its subsidiary.

•

The existing validation structures and processes should not require major adaptation to
Shift2Rail. The only required adaptation for Shift2Rail should concern Tapping Module
and Token issuing.

•

A compatible Tapping Module must be installed in the Smart Device as soon as
possible to be sure it will be available for the validation step. It is possible to install it
prior to the travel.

•

The Traveller may install many Tapping Modules, to be able to validate with different
TSPs.

•

A Shift2Rail compliant ticketing system must be able to provide the traveller with its
validation status if provided with the Token, eventually through the use of the
corresponding Tapping Module.

•

Inherited from Shift2Rail design decisions related to Issuing:
•

The issuing processes are handled by each issuer.

•

The booking and issuing orchestration functions will only orchestrate the issuers. Each
Issuer will produce its own entitlement / token / embodiment once it has got a proof of
payment.

•

The issuer orchestration function is able to orchestrate different issue entitlement calls
to different issuer/TSP thought the Interoperability Framework.

•

One entitlement can be related to multiple tokens.

•

One token is related to at least one travel episode.

•

All entitlements issued in Shift2Rail are co-modal. As a consequence, each issuer
(TSP) will produce its own entitlement.

•

Each issuing must be cancellable, as the next issuing step may trigger a global
rollback.

•

Inherited from Shift2Rail payment design decisions:
•

Each payment must be cancellable as the next payment step may trigger a global
rollback.

•

An issuing must not occur if its payment is not confirmed.
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6. COMPONENTS
The ATTRACkTIVE TC extends the dual structure of IT2Rail with a third set of components. In this
section these components will be detailed.
However, the components differ from IT2Rail as not all modules of IT2Rail are reused because of
reusability or improvability issues, some modules from IT2Rail are reused and improved, some
need to be entirely replaced and others are completely new.
The Travel Companion modules are explained in detail in the next chapter with a short summery of
each module at the beginning.

6.1 PERSONAL APPLICATION COMPONENTS
Personal Application (PA) is the set of components that are running on the User’s device. This
application provides the travellers to create their account and enter their preference, book or pay
his tickets. It represents the meaning to inform the traveller if his travel episodes are disturbed or
cancelled and provide him with alternative solutions. Its aim is to guide the traveller to his endpoint
using smart solutions like augmented reality. It also represents the meaning for the traveller to give
feedback. It forms the complete application the users interact with.
The Personal Application has to fulfil the following requirements:
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Provide the Traveller with appropriate screens for each functionality, notably logging in,
accessing and modifying his preferences, accessing shopping and booking services,
visualising an itinerary etc.
Allow some components to run even if the application is not launched (e.g. the Notifications
Display should display notifications even when the PA is not actively running).
Track the trip of the user including
o Displaying alerts from Trip Tracking
o Determining his current Travel Episode and allow him to visualise his current step
Collect feedback and anonymised data from the user
o Automatically without any user interaction
o Manually by displaying a form for the user to fill
Position the user outdoor and indoor without user interaction.
Offer location based experiences to the user and, if accepted, download and launch them.
Enable cost effective implementation of new components by sharing functionalities and
easing inter modules communications.

In order to achieve this, a Framework provides a modular structure of the whole TC PA. The
Framework acts as an envelope for these modules. Each of the modules contain specific functions
like setup users or to define preferences. Each of the modules can bring their own side drawer to
present the user a clear structure of the current step he is working on. By starting the TC PA at first
the identity module requires the user to login or create an account.
The following figure illustrates the architecture of the framework.
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Figure 6 - TC Framework
Following modules are part of the Travel Companion PA:
•

Identity
o Handles the sign up (i.e. account creation) and sign in (i.e. login) of the user.

•

Preferences
o Displays all the preferences and allow their edition.

•

Shopping
o Displays the interface of the shopping services of Shift2Rail.

•

Booking
o Displays the interface of the booking services of Shift2Rail.

•

Navigation
o Helps the user navigate to his destination, especially at interchanges, by giving
directions to points of interest or the next Travel Episode.

•

MyTrip
o Displays the trip status of a user
 List of planned trips
 List of booked trips
 List of tracked trips

•

Trip Tracking
o Allows starting the tracking of an itinerary.

•

Notifications Display
o Display alerts sent by other Shift2Rail services (e.g., Trip Tracking) through the
Cloud Wallet’s Alert manager module.
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•

Traveller feedback
o Provides the user interfaces that allow the traveller to input some feedback.
o Sends the feedback and data reports to the Mobile Device Partial Trip Tracker.

•

Sensors Data Collector
o Collects sensors’ information in the background.
o Pre-process sensors data and publishes to the Mobile Device Partial Trip Tracker

•

LBE watcher
o Watches for sensors changes to filter LBEs according to mobile device position,
time and user preferences.

•

LBE launcher
o Displays the list of LBEs and launches them.

•

Experience Engine
o Software component, which executes the experience on the traveller’s mobile
device.

To support these modules, the following libraries provide all the common features:
•

Logical Position
o Positions the user along his travel and current travel episode.

•

Data Persistence
o Handles all communications with the Cloud Wallet and stores a cache of user data.

In the following a detailed description of each module can be find.
Identity
The identity component creates and logs a user in the system. This component has two main
functions, first is to create an account for a new user in the PA and second is to log the user into
the PA to access their data.
Input
•
•
•
•

Output
•

Email
Password
First Name
Family Name

Any object

•
•

Provided functions

Create user
Login user

Planned releases
CREL

•
•

Create a new user
Login a user

FREL

•

Create a new user finalized
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•

Login a user finalized
Preferences

The preferences component provides functions to know the best options for the user at any time.
With this component, the user can select between different options to do the travel more
comfortable.
The component will have three types of selectors:
•
•
•

Binary options.
Choosing level any option.
Multi-selected option.
Input

•

Output

User selection

Provided functions

•

Different offers
preferences.

•
•

Get Preferences
Set Preferences

depends

on

the

Planned releases
CREL

•

Preferences documents completely between partners.

FREL

•

Completely functional preferences layout

Shopping
The main process to calculate and to plan trips is done in the Travel Shopping part of the project
Co-Active in Work Package 1. Within ATTRACkTIVE the user interface is developed with which the
stations for destination and departure together with the time can be entered. In addition specific
modes can be selected or deselected.
Input
•
•
•
•

Destination
Departure
Departure time
Preferences

Output
•

List of possible trips (offers)

•
Provided functions
•
•
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Planned releases
CREL

•
•

Main User Interface to define a trip (departure, destination)
Select a trip out of a list

FREL

•

Accomplish the User Interface with the missing parts to define a trip (preferences,
departure time)
Develop additional features (favourite, preferences)

•

Booking
A shopped trip cannot be travelled before it is prior booked. This function marks an offer as
booked. Like the Shopping functionality within ATTRACkTIVe the User Interface is developed, not
the function to book a trip itself. Finally a booked trip can be payed.
Input
•

Output

User Interface to select an offer that shall be
booked
Provided functions

•

Offer is marked as booked

•
•

Call the endpoint to book an offer
Display the result after an offer is
booked

Planned releases
CREL

•

Main User Interface to select a trip that shall be booked

FREL

•
•

Store a booked trip in in MyTrips
Payment of a prior booked trip

Navigation
A trip that is defined and probably booked and paid by a user can be activated to be tracked
(Alarm-button in the UI). These trips will be forwarded to the Trip Tracking (TT) part of
ATTRACkTIVE. TT then takes care of all disruptions, delays and platform changes along the
trip. If any of these disturbances take place the traveller is informed through notifications which
the TC PA receives from the Cloud Wallet.
Input
•
•

TripID
Activation by traveller

Provided functions
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•

Navigation Indoor

Planned releases
CREL

•

Navigation is completely planned for the FREL

FREL

•
•
•

Activation to navigate a given Trip
Positioning Indoor
Information displayed on the TC PA UI

MyTrips
In general a user will not only plan and ride one specific single trip before they plans their next
trip. They will “work” with several trips independent if they are already booked and payed or just
shopped. This module lists all his trips and displays there specific status like planned, booked or
tracked.
Input
•

Output

No input; function is activated on users
request through the UI of the Travel
Companion
Provided functions

•

List of trips is display on the screen of
the mobile

•

Status display of all trips on request

Planned releases
CREL

•

n/a

FREL

•

Function is developed within the FREL scope

Trip Tracking
A Trip that is defined and probably booked and paid by a user can be activated to be tracked
(Alarm-button in the UI). These trips will be forwarded to the Trip Tracking (TT) part of
ATTRACkTIVE. TT then takes care of all disruptions, delays and platform changes along the
trip. If any of these disturbances take place the traveller is informed through notifications which
the TC PA receives from the Cloud Wallet.
Input
•
•
•

UserID
OfferID
Activation by traveller
Provided functions
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•

Activate push notifications

Planned releases
CREL

•
•

Implementation to activate a trip to be tracked
Activation to receive push notifications from the Cloud Wallet

FREL

•
•

Receive push notifications
Subscribe trips to be tracked on the Trip Tracking function

Notifications Display
This component manages and displays notification messages concerning the traveller trips, such
as alerts concerning disruptions affecting the trip.
Input
•

Output
•

Message Reference

Display of messages
•
•
•

Provided functions

Receive Notification Alert
Retrieve Message
Display Message

Planned releases
CREL

•

IT2Rail component (alerts display) still not delivered

FREL

•

Display notification messages

Traveller feedback
This module provides a user interface where the traveller can enter a spontaneous report to the
ecosystem. This module is also responsible for trigger feedback requests from the traveller to
validate automated events.
It relies on the following functions:
o
o

Provides the user interfaces that allow the traveller to input some feedback.
Sends the feedback and data reports to the Mobile Device Partial Trip Tracker.
Input

•

Output

Automated event (triggered by Mobile
events manager)
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•
•

Provided functions

Provide traveller interaction
Report event

Planned releases
CREL

•

Provide traveller feedback for validation of events based on sensor inputs

FREL

•

User Interface for travellers reports (spontaneous)

Sensor Data Collector
This module is in charge of collecting data from mobile device sensors:
•
•
•
•

GPS positioning and satellites monitoring
Cellular information
Barometer
Accelerometer

It relies on the following functions:
Collects sensors’ information in the background.
Pre-process sensors data and publishes to the Mobile Device Partial Trip Tracker

o
o

Input
•

Monitoring activation request

Provided functions

Output
•

Unified sensors data
•
•
•

Gather sensors data changes
Apply rules to data changes
Enrich position data (apply information
from Logical Positioning)

Planned releases
CREL

•

Collection of data from traveller smartphone sensors

FREL

•
•

Optimize data collection process
Collection of data from other mobile devices carried by the traveller

LBE watcher
The LBE watcher component is in charge of observing changes in the state of the mobile device
(e.g. position, time, detected WiFi), evaluating the conditions of all pertaining experiences and
when appropriate, asking the launcher to offer them to the user.
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It relies on the following functions:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Access the experience storage to list the experience and their launch conditions.
Subscribe to state changes, notably on the Sensors data collector and Logical
Positioning components.
Regularly evaluate whether certain experience conditions are met, even if the Personal
Application is not launched.
Access the preferences to enrich the evaluation (e.g. does the traveller like coffee?).
Sort the conditions according to internal rules to avoid evaluating too many unnecessary
experiences (e.g. evaluating whether a WiFi is detected when we know it’s several hundred
kilometres away).
Trigger the launch of an experience on the LBE launcher component.
Input

•
•

List of experiences, with their launch
conditions
User preferences
Provided functions

Output
•

The experiences to offer

•

Filter experiences

Planned releases
CREL

•
•
•

Evaluating local conditions
Time and Signals of Opportunity conditions
Simple conditions combination (either all or only one condition needs to be met)

PreFREL

•
•
•

Pulling conditions
All conditions (incl. positioning)
Complex conditions combinations

LBE launcher
The LBE Launcher component’s objective is twofold: allowing the traveller to browse through
available experiences, and automatically offering experiences triggered by external components
(notably the LBE watcher).
It relies on the following functions:
•
•
•

Access the experience storage to list available experiences
Display the list of experiences to the traveller
Embark the experience engine and start it with the selected experience
Input
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•

List of pertaining experiences

•

Experience data
Provided functions

•

The experience to start

•

Launch experience

Planned releases
CREL

•
•

Launch local experiences
Display list of experiences

FREL

•

Connection to the server

Experience Engine
The Experience Engine is the core system which enables the execution of LBEs created with the
LBE Editor on the traveller’s device. This engine supports the visualisation of 2D, 3D
information, maps, etc., and also supports multiple mobile devices.
Input
•

Output

LBE Experience data (exported thanks to
the LBE Editor)
Provided functions

•

An interactive application

•

Experiences execution

Planned releases
CREL

•
•

Support of 2D/3D maps, interactive GUI, POIs.
Support of Android devices.

Pre FREL

•

Support of more features such as Augmented Reality, scanning-based indoor
positioning technologies.

FREL

•
•

Stabilisation, bug fixing
Support of additional Android devices.

Logical Position
To enter adequate data in the function Traveller Feedback the so called Logical Position is
important. This position describes in a specific format the estimated location of a traveller within the
transport network according to his tracked trip
Input
•

n/a
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•

Provided functions

Providence of the logical positon

Planned releases
CREL

•

n/a

FREL

•

Development of the function

Data Persistence
The data persistent component will save data, battery and will do more quick the experience with
the PA. With this component, the users will save data because they do not need call every time
to the CW or third systems, moreover, this save battery also. It does not call the third system
every time to retrieve data which makes the user experience better because the user experience
will be more flux.
In addition, with this component the user avoids the problem with the offline in some places
because some important data will be saved in the device.
Input
•

Output
•

Any object

Any object
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provided functions

Insert Data
Get Data
Update Data
Get All
Create Index
Drop Index
Get Last Insert
Set Last Insert

Planned releases
CREL

•
•

Stored locally any object
Retrieve data using cache system

FREL

•
•

Stored locally any object
Retrieve data using cache system
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6.2 CLOUD WALLET COMPONENTS
Cloud Wallet (CW) is the set of components that are running on servers in the cloud and forms the
User Virtual Place. The key element improving the traveller experiences is the personalized
services available for the users, it is the goal of this user virtual place to stock these preferences. It
will manage the user information and make it available to other services and modules ecosystem.
The User Virtual Place and the CW are mainly used to store all of the Traveller’s data, including
but not limited to preferences, trip tracking information … They are in relation with the PA through
the internet connection of the device.
The Cloud Wallet has to fulfil the following requirements:
•
•
•
•

Store all the user’s personal data.
Protect the user’s data with authentication procedures.
Offer read and write access to other components of the Travel Companion, of the Trip
Tracking (WP1) and of the rest of the Shit2Rail ecosystem.
Be able to run on a commercial cloud architecture for scalability, security and access
purposes.

In order to achieve these, it is broken down in the following components:
•

Identity Manager
o Handles all account related request (e.g., authentication).

•

Access Manager
o Provides a single gateway to access all the other managers.

•

Alert Manager
o Handles alerts sent to the Personal Application.

•

Preferences Manager
o Handles all preferences requests.

•

Payment Manager
o Handles all payment requests.

•

Travel Manager
o Handle all travel requests.
o MyTrip
i. Handle bookings for a user.
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Figure 6: Architecture of the Cloud Wallet Components

Next is the detailed description of each module. As each module provides several functionalities,
and each one of them has its own inputs and outputs, these are detailed in the appropriate annex.
Identity Manager
This module is in charge of all account related functionalities. Each functionality has its own input
and outputs. In general, this module is going to be in charge of:
•
•
•
•
•

Register a new User in the CW
Check a Login of User
Give authorization to access to the User Virtual Interface
Encrypt user passwords
Generate and check authorization tokens to access to the Cloud Wallet services
Planned releases

CREL

•

Update the services at the new Cloud Wallet.
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FREL

•

Improve the services with the new requirements

Access Manager
This module has different functionalities. Each functionality has its own input and outputs. In
general, this module is going to be in charge of Give Access to PA and other external Modules
of S2R to the CW through the following functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Store and Get Preferences
Store and Get Messages/Alerts
Store and Get UserDevices
Store and Get Offers
Store and Get Bookings
Store and Get Payments Modes
Store and Get Entitlements and Tokens
Planned releases

CREL

•

Update the services at the new Cloud Wallet.

FREL

•

Improve the services with the new requirements

Alert-Message Wallet
This module has different functionalities. Each functionality has its own input and outputs. In
general, this module is going to be in charge of:
•

Store and Get Messages/Alerts
Planned releases

CREL

•

Update the services at the new Cloud Wallet.

FREL

•

Improve the services with the new requirements

Preferences Manager
This module has different functionalities. Each functionality has its own input and outputs. In
general this module is going to be in charge of:
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•

Store and Get User Preferences
Planned releases

CREL

•

Update the services at the new Cloud Wallet.

FREL

•

Improve the services with the new requirements

Travel Manager
In general, this module is going to be in charge of Manage Bookings for the user. This methods
will use TRIAS interface:
•
•
•

Store and Get Offers
Store and Get Bookings
Store and Get Entitlements and Tokens
Planned releases

CREL

•

Update the services at the new Cloud Wallet.

FREL

•

Improve the services with the new requirements using TRIAS.
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6.3 LBE EDITOR COMPONENTS
LBE Editor (LE) is the set of components that forms the desktop application that allow LBE
creators to author LBEs. Designed to enable non-computer experts to create location-based
experiences without having to tackle the burdens of the underlying computing complexity. This
does not include the created experiences and their execution engine that run on the PA.
The Experiences Editor has to fulfil the following requirements:
•
•
•

Allow LBE authors to easily create LBEs while manipulating S2R concepts, due to visual
authoring
Edit experience description and launch conditions (position, time, etc.)
Publish created experiences to the Travel Companion

The LBE Editor is designed to be a desktop application, running on Windows, enabling non
computer experts to create LBEs by using predefined building blocks and visual authoring.
Following is a mock-up of the graphical user interface of the LBE Editor software.

Figure 7: A first mock-up of the graphical user interface of the Authoring tool.

In order to achieve this, it is broken down into the following components:
•

LBE Editor
o Desktop Application which allows the creation of LBEs
o UI for the publication
o Configures the experience description
o Publishes experiences

Next is the detailed description of the module:

LBE Editor
The LBE editor is an innovative tool which enables the rapid design, evaluation and publication
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of novel forms of location based experiences. It features 2D/3D maps support (GIS technology)
and a visual authoring interface designed for non-programmers to shield them from the
numerous complex technologies that must be mastered to create the envisaged user
experiences.
Input
•

Output

Assets (2D, 3D, multimedia), experience
storyboard

Provided functions

•

A LBE ready to be executed by the
Experience Engine, but also an app ready for
mobile device and compatible with the travel
companion, which packages the LBE and the
experience engine.

•

Create Location Based Experiences

Planned releases
CREL

•

Editing simple experiences by visual authoring, including blocks
for maps and 3D activities.

Pre FREL

•

Edition of more complex experiences using visual authoring
concept, including more blocks enabling the development of more
content.

FREL

•

Improvements of the User Interface with as goal to reduce the
learning curve and foster the adoption of the editor.
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7. FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS
TC performs two main functions:
•
•

It interacts with the traveller to support him in the organization, execution and management
of his trips
It stores and manages the personal information of the traveller which concerns the trips.

These functions are depicted in figure 8. More precisely, TC PersonalApplication is the function
that concerns interfacing TC with the traveller, whereas TC CloudWallet is the one related to
storing and management of the traveller’s personal information.

Figure 8: Main functions of TC
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7.1 FUNCTIONS
In the following table all functions used in WP2 Travel Companion are listed. It means:
•
•
•
•
•

No:
Component:
Function:
Summary:
SD:

Reference number of the function
The name of the component holding the function
The functions name
A brief summary of the function
Simple description of the function

TC functions for Personal Application
No.
/ SD

Component

Function

1.1

Traveller feedback

Provide Traveller
Interaction

Summary
•

Provide traveller
interaction

Display a notification to the traveller to validate events related to his travel.
SD

E.g.
•

Train stopped for a period of time outside of a train station

•

Traveller doesn’t follow his expected itinerary

1.2

Traveller feedback

SD

Provide to the traveller the ability to select a set of options to construct an elaborated
event to be provided to the mobile events manager feeding the mobile partial trip tracker if
the report may impact his or other travellers journeys

2.1

Sensor data collector

Gather Sensors Data
Changes

•

Gather sensors data
changes

2.2

Sensor data collector

Apply Rules To Data
Changes

•

Apply relevance rules to
position changes

SD

Analyse the traveller’s movements through the data collection to discard unrelated data.

2.3

Sensor data collector

SD

Enrich positioning data applying information from Logical Positioning

3.1

LBE watcher

SD

Watches for sensors changes and current travel episode in order to launch propose

Report Event

•

Report events

SD
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relevant LBEs.
Displays the list of
LBEs filtered
according to the user
preference, location
and current travel
episode

4.1

LBE launcher

SD

Displays the list of the available LBEs

4.2

LBE launcher

SD

Launches the LBEs

5.1

Notifications Display

SD

Receives alert from Cloud Wallet referring that a new message is available to be
retrieved.

5.2

Notifications Display

SD

Retrieve messages available for the logged user

5.3

Notifications Display

SD

Present on smartphone screen the notification messages received

•

Displays the list of LBEs

Launches an LBE of
the LBEs filtered list

•

Launches the LBEs

Receive Notification
Alert

•

Receives alert from Cloud
Wallet

Retrieve Message

Display Message

•

Get messages from the
Cloud wallet

•

Display notification
messages

Table 2 : List of Functions for Personal Application

TC functions for Cloud Wallet
No.
Component
/ SD
1.1

IDmanager

Function

Summary

Create Account

Create an account for a new traveller

Create an account in the Shift2Rail system. This definition will contain at least:
SD

•

Name

•

Password

1.2

IDmanager

SD

Login user into the Shift2Rail system, the user gets tokens to use in the system. This
definition will contain at least:
•

Login

Login a traveller in the TC.

Name
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•

1.3

Password

IDmanager

Authorize

It authorizes the user to access
different services in the TC

Authorizes the user to use any system within S2R. This definition will contain at least:
SD

2.1

•

UserId

•

function to access

AccessManager

GetPreferences

Get all traveller preferences

Gets all user preferences. This definition will contain at least:
SD

2.2

•

userId

•

userId Token

AccessManager

SetPreferences

Set all traveller preferences

Sets all user preferences. This definition will contain at least:
SD

2.3

•

userId

•

userId Token

•

Preferences (name, value, type, score, category)

AccessManager

GetMessage

Get Message history for a traveller

Gets the user's message history (messages send to the device from the system). This
definition will contain at least:
SD

2.4

•

userId

•

userIdToken

•

messageId

AccessManager

SendMessage

Send Message for a traveller

Send a message to the user's device. This definition will contain at least:
SD

2.5

•

userId

•

userIdToken

•

Message (messageTime, messageType, BookedOfferId, messageId…)

AccessManager

GetBookingOffer

Get a list with the traveller’s offer

Get a booking from the user. This definition will contain at least:
SD

•

userId

•

userIdToken
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2.6

•

offerId

•

completeOffer

AccessManager

SetBookingOffer

Set a booking for the traveller

Saves or updates a booking for the user. This definition will contain at least:
SD

2.7

•

userId

•

userIdToken

•

Booking (BookingEngine, StopPlace, Passenger, TravelEpisode,
TravelSolution…)

AccessManager

GetSummaryOffers

Get one booking for the traveller

Gets a summary of all bookings from the user. This definition will contain at least:
SD

•

userId

•

userIdToken
Table 3 : List of Functions for Cloud Wallet

TC functions for LBE Editor
No.
/ SD
1.1

Component

Function

Experience Editor

Summary

Create an experience

Create an experience

SD

The author create experiences with the experience editor

1.2

Experience Editor

SD

The author can edit an existing experience
Experience Editor

1.3

Edit an experience

Configure an
experience launching
settings

Rework an existing experience

Configure the experience settings
which will be used as condition to be
filtered by the PA

SD

The author can specify the settings of the experience (name, description, location,
duration …)

2.1

Experience publisher

Publish experience

Publish an experience to a device

Publish an experience to a device with its definition. This definition will contain at least:
SD

•

Content (e.g. multimedia assets, scenario, description)

•

Meta data (e.g. locations, duration, time slots, travel conditions)
Table 4 : List of Functions for Experiences Editor
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7.2 FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE
This section specifies the functional architecture of the travel companion. Divided in three sections,
the figures below represent the diagram describing the functional architecture for Personal
Application components, Cloud Wallet components and LBE Editor components.

Figure 9: Functional Architecture of the ATTRACkTIVE’s Personal Application
The Personal Application architecture illustrated figure 9 contains all the elements to ensure the
proper functioning of the traveller application. Based on the Android Framework it combines
different components like booking, shopping modules, etc.
Depending on the Sensor data collector the logical positioning modules can get the information
about location of the user and shares it with the navigation modules the user data collector and the
LBE watcher.
Each one of these modules needs this location information for the rest of the process. The LBE
watcher according to the location filters relevant LBE experiences that would be listed by the
launcher. This filtering is carried out in order to reduce the list of returned experiences (e.g. to only
return experiences around the traveller). In this way, the Launcher can display the list of the
appropriate LBEs and launch them.
The Data Persistence gets all traveller preferences from the Preferences module and navigation
modules in order to handle all communications with the Cloud Wallet.
The User Data Collector, according to the location (position in the trip episode) bring the possibility
to the user to send feedback through the User feedback module.
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Figure 10: Functional Architecture of the ATTRACkTIVE’s Cloud Wallet
The Cloud Wallet architecture depicted in figure 10 represents the different modules of the Cloud
Wallet and the exchanges with the project ecosystem. The modules present here are all the
managers of the ATTRACkTIVE project.

Figure 11: Functional Architecture of the ATTRACkTIVE’s LBE Editor
Finally, the figure 11 shows the architecture of the LBE editor. The Experience editor responsible
of the creation of experiences and allowing the user to edit existing experiences publish and save
the experiences. The Experience Engine the core system enabling the execution of LBEs on the
traveller’s device.

7.3 INTERFACE
The interfaces that the TC exports towards other modules are presented in this section.

7.3.1 Personal Application
The tables presented bellow shows the interfaces of the Personal Application with their input and
output.
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Name

Purpose

TRAVELLER FEEDBACK
Send feedback
To return the user feedback.

Get sensors state

To get the sensors information’s.

LBELAUNCHER
StartExperience
To start an experience selected by the use

StopExperience
To stop the execution of an experience

LBEWATCHER
GetAllExperiences
List all experiences available

FilterExperiences
Filter experiences from the complete list according to the traveller
preferences, location and travel episode

7.3.2 Cloud Wallet
The tables presented bellow provide some further details concerning the interfaces related to the
User Virtual Place (Cloud Wallet).

Name

Purpose

USERS
CreateUser
This service creates a user. It will need the basic user info as Name,
Surname, password and email.

GetUser
This Service gets the basic info of a user as Name, Surname, password
and email.

PREFERENCES
SetPreference

This service stores the Preferences of a user. It needs the userId plus all
the User preferences.

GetPreferences
This Service return all the preferences linked to an user.
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MESSAGES
SetMessage
This service storages a message linked to an user.

GetMessage
This Service returns a message from the User Virtual Place linked to an
user.

TRAVEL
SetOffer
This service storage an offer linked to an user.

GetOffer
This service return an offer linked to an user.

GetSummaryOffer
This service return a summary with all the offers linked to an user.

7.3.3 LBE Editor
The tables presented bellow shows the interfaces of the LBE editor with their input and output.
Name

Purpose

OpenExperience

Open an existing experience

SaveExperence

Save an experience

CreateExperience

Create a new experience

PublishExperience

Publish an experience

7.4 FUNCTIONAL EXCHANGE DETAILS
This section describes the details of functional exchanges related to the Travel Companion. As
illustrated in figure 3 functional details of each one of the three components are presented.

7.4.1 Personal Application

Functional 1.01
Exchange ID:
Functional Logical position
exchange
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Name:
Purpose of the This functional exchange requests the logical position module to get the
Functional position of the traveller.
exchange
Requestor: Travel Companion – LBE; Navigation; Trip Tracking Mobile partial Trip
Tracker
Provider Travel Companion – Personal Application
Description: This functional exchange requests the logical position modules to get
the right location.
Impact to CREL No
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions: Known trip for which the logical position is requested
Postconditions: --Request / Input Device

Sensors data collector

Response / Output Logical position

Get the right location.

Exceptions:
Notes and Issues:

Functional 1.02
Exchange ID:
Functional Launch experience
exchange
Name:
Purpose of the When requested this functional exchange display the list of LBEs according
Functional to the specific criteria and launches them.
exchange
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Requestor: User
Provider Travel Companion – LBE Watcher
Description: When requested this functional exchange display the list of LBEs
according to the specific criteria and launches them.
Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions: -Postconditions: -Request / Input User

Request available experiences

Preference Module
Travel Companion –
Smart Device
Response / Output LBE Watcher

User preferences
User location
List of available contextualized
experiences

Exceptions:
Notes and Issues:

Functional 1.03
Exchange ID:
Functional Send feedback
exchange
Name:
Purpose of the This functional exchange requests user feedback.
Functional
exchange
Requestor: TT- Mobile Event Manager
Provider User Feedback
Description: This functional exchange enables the system with the ability of query
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the user in case of ambiguous sensor data.
Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions: -Postconditions: -Request / Input QueryMessage

Response / Output QueryResponse

Human readable message to
request human interaction

Boolean response to the question

Exceptions:
Notes and Issues:

7.4.2 Cloud Wallet
7.4.2.1 Users
Interface ID: 2.01
Interface Name: CreateUser
Purpose of the This interface should be invoked to create a new User and store it in the User
Interface Virtual Place.
Requestor: Travel Companion - Smart Device
Provider Travel Companion – User Virtual Place
Description: This interface should be invoked to create a new User and storage its
info in the User Virtual Place.
Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions: Login must be an email address
Postconditions: The user must be insert in the database
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Request / Input User

Response / Output ReturnStatus

Exceptions:

•
•
•

M

The User info. Login or email, user
name, user surname, password.

M

The result of the operation.

400 error, missing parameter
409 error, duplicate account
500 technical error

Notes and Issues:

Interface ID: 2.02
Interface Name: GetUser
Purpose of the This interface should be invoked to get User Info from the User Virtual Place.
Interface
Requestor: Travel Companion - Smart Device
Provider Travel Companion – User Virtual Place
Description: This interface should be invoked to get User Info from the User Virtual
Place.
Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions: Login must be an email address
Postconditions:
Request / Input User

M

The User info. UserId and password.

Response / Output User

M

The User info. Login or email,
userId, user name, user surname,
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password.

Exceptions:

•
•
•

400 error, missing parameter
401 error, authorization not granted
500 technical error

Notes and Issues:

7.4.2.2 Preferences
Interface ID: 2.03
Interface Name: SetPreferences
Purpose of the This interface should be invoked to storage or update the user Preferences in
Interface the User Virtual Place.
Requestor: Travel Companion - Smart Device
Provider Travel Companion – User Virtual Place
Description: This interface should be invoked to storage or update the user
Preferences in the User Virtual Place.
Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions: The requestor must have the UserId
Postconditions: User’s preferences must insert or update in the database.
Request / Input User

M

The User info. UserId

UserIdToken

M

Authorization Token

List of Preferences

M

Preferences linked to the user

M

It returns the OK or Error if the
preferences were not saved in the
User Virtual Place

Response / Output Response

Exceptions:
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•

500 technical error

Notes and Issues:

Interface ID: 2.04
Interface Name: GetPreferences
Purpose of the This interface should be invoked to get the user Preferences from the User
Interface Virtual Place.
Requestor: Travel Companion - Smart Device
Travel Shopping WP1 – Co-Active
Provider Travel Companion – User Virtual Place
Description: This interface should be invoked to get the user Preferences from the
User Virtual Place.
Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions: The requestor must have the UserId
Postconditions:
Request / Input User
UserIdToken

Response / Output List of Preferences

Exceptions:

•
•
•
•

M

The User info. UserId

M

Authorization Token

M

Preferences linked to the user

400 missing parameters
401 unauthorized
404 user not found
500 technical error

Notes and Issues:
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7.4.2.3 Messages
Interface ID: 2.05
Interface Name: SetMessage
Purpose of the This interface should be invoked to store user Message or Alert into the User
Interface Virtual Place.
Requestor: Trip Tracker WP1 - ATTRACkTIVE
Provider Travel Companion – User Virtual Place – Co-Active
Description: This interface should be invoked to store user Message or Alert into
the User Virtual Place.
Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions: The requestor must have the UserId
Postconditions: A message must appear on the device
Request / Input User

M

The User info. UserId

UserIdToken

M

Authorization Token

Message

M

MessageTitle, MessageText,
MessageType, MessageDescription
OK/Error

Response / Output Response

Exceptions:

•
•
•
•

M

400 missing parameters
401 unauthorized
404 user not found
500 technical error

Notes and Issues:

Interface ID: 2.06
Interface Name: GetMessage
Purpose of the This interface should be invoked to get user Message or Alert from the User
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Interface Virtual Place.
Requestor: Travel Companion – Smart Device
Provider Travel Companion – User Virtual Place
Description: This interface should be invoked to get user Message or Alert from the
User Virtual Place.
Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions: The requestor must have the UserId
Postconditions:
Request / Input User

M

The User info. UserId

UserIdToken

M

Authorization Token

MessageId

M

Response / Output Message

Exceptions:

•
•

M

MessageTitle, MessageText,
MessageType, MessageDescription

404 user not found
500 technical error

Notes and Issues:

7.4.2.4 Travel
Interface ID: 2.07
Interface Name: SetOffer
Purpose of the This interface should be invoked to store user Offer into the User Virtual
Interface Place.
Requestor: Travel Shopping – Co-Active
Provider Travel Companion – User Virtual Place – Co-Active
Description: This interface should be invoked to store user Offer into the User
Virtual Place.
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Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions: The requestor must have the UserId
Postconditions: Booking must register or update in the database.
Request / Input User

M

The User info. UserId

UserIdToken

M

Authorization Token

Offer

M

OfferItemList

M

OK/Error

Response / Output Response

Exceptions:

•
•
•

400 missing parameters
401 unauthorized
500 technical error

Notes and Issues:

Interface ID: 2.08
Interface Name: GetOffer
Purpose of the This interface should be invoked to get user Offer from the User Virtual
Interface Place.
Requestor: Travel Companion – Smart Device – Co-Active
Provider Travel Companion – User Virtual Place – Co-Active
Description: This interface should be invoked to get user Offer from the User
Virtual Place.
Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions: The requestor must have the UserId
Postconditions:
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Request / Input User

M

The User info. UserId

UserIdToken

M

Authorization Token

OfferId

M

Identifier of the offer

CompleteOffer

M

Flag to choose the summary offer or
not
OfferItemList

Response / Output Offer

Exceptions:

•
•
•
•

M

400 missing parameters
401 unauthorized
404 offer not found
500 technical error

Interface ID: 2.09
Interface Name: GetSummaryOffer
Purpose of the This interface should be invoked to get a summary with all user Offers from
Interface the User Virtual Place.
Requestor: Travel Companion – Smart Device – Co-Active
Provider Travel Companion – User Virtual Place – Co-Active
Description: This interface should be invoked to get a summary with all user Offers
from the User Virtual Place.
Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions: The requestor must have the UserId
Postconditions:
Request / Input User
UserIdToken
Response / Output Offer
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Exceptions:

•
•
•
•

400 missing parameters
401 unauthorized
404 offer not found
500 technical error

Notes and Issues:

7.4.3 LBE editor
Functional 3.01
Exchange ID:
Interface Name: List experience
Purpose of the This functional exchange should list the different experiences when
Interface requested by the watcher.
Requestor: Travel Companion – Smart Device
Provider Travel Companion – LBE
Description: This functional exchange listed all the relevant experiences according
to the location and the preferences.
Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions:
Postconditions:
Request / Input User

Experience information

Response / Output List of experiences

All the experiences

Exceptions:
Notes and Issues:
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Functional 3.02
Exchange ID:
Functional Get experience
exchange
Name:
Purpose of the The purpose of this functional exchange is to provide experiences.
Functional
exchange
Requestor: Travel Companion – Smart device
Provider Travel Companion – LBE
Description: This functional exchange is requested by the users through the device
to provide experiences.
Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions:
Postconditions:
Request / Input User

The user preference

Device

The location of the traveller

Response / Output List of experiences

Relevant experiences

Exceptions:
Notes and Issues:
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Functional 3.03
Exchange ID:
Functional Save experience
exchange
Name:
Purpose of the This functional exchange is requested to store the experiences to be
Functional launched later.
exchange
Requestor: Travel Companion - LBE
Provider Travel Companion - Smart Device
Description: This functional exchange is requested to store the experiences to be
launched later.
Impact to CREL Yes
Impact to FREL Yes
Preconditions:
Postconditions:
Request / Input Device

Experiences

Response / Output Device

List of experience

Exceptions:
Notes and Issues:
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7.5 DATA MODEL
This section presents the conceptual data model of the Travel Companion through the data model.
Figure 12 illustrates an initial approach about the User Virtual Place Data Model which could help
to understand a bit better what the UVP is going to have (sometimes called Cloud Wallet - CW).

Figure 12: User Virtual Place Data Model

We could divide the Data Model in different section and Functionalities:
•
•
•
•

Brown, Preferences Data Model
Orange, User Data Model
Green, Message Data Model
Red, Travel Data Model
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8. CONCLUSION
This deliverable has focused on the definition of the ATTRACkTIVE Travel Companion
specification core release. For this release and in order to design this Travel Companion, we have
to ensure operational aspects as well as missions and capabilities that were defined not only for
this project but for the S2Rail ecosystem. Furthermore, a set of design decisions and constraints
were defined for the correct functioning of the travel Companion. All these preconditions are
mandatory to guarantee the interoperability with the S2R ecosystem.
The aim of this document is to define the core release (CREL) specification. In this way, we have
identified progressively and described the different Travel companion components. We have
divided them into three sections, the Personal Application, the Cloud Wallet and the LBE. We have
presented in details the different modules of each component. For each module we feature the
description, the function, the input, the output and the state for each one of the releases.
For each one of these component we have detailed the functions and the functional architecture
based on the global architecture of the Travel Companion. Then, we have showed the related
functional exchanges and data model.
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